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Abstract: Reliability is an inherent attribute of a system through optimal system design. However,
during the aircraft system development process, the reliability evaluation and system function
design efforts are often disconnected, leading to a divide between reliability experts and system
designers in their work schedule. This disconnect results in an inefficient aircraft system reliability
optimization process, known as the “two-skin” phenomenon. To address this issue, a three-state
space model is proposed. Firstly, an analysis was conducted on the relationship between the system
function architecture developed by the system designers and the reliability evaluation performed
by the reliability experts. Secondly, based on the principle of function flow, the state of failure was
categorized into “physical failure” and “non-physical failure”. Additionally, a new state of “function
loss” was introduced as the third state for the system, in addition to the traditional states of “normal”
and “faulty”. Thirdly, through the state of “Function loss”, an effective integration of system fault
modes and function modes was achieved, leading to an optimized system reliability model. A three-
state space modeling method was then developed by transforming the system function architecture
into a system reliability model. Finally, this new model was applied to an aircraft’s rudder and
fly-by-wire control system. The results demonstrate that the function architecture at the design stage
of the system can be accurately transformed into the new three-state space model. The structure aligns
closely with the function architecture and can be effectively utilized in quantitative system reliability
calculations. In this way, the process of ensuring system reliability can be seamlessly integrated
into the system optimization design process. This integration alleviates the issue of disjointed work
between reliability experts and system designers, leading to a more streamlined and efficient aircraft
system optimization process.

Keywords: aircraft system; optimization design; function architecture; reliability model; failure mode

1. Introduction

An aircraft is composed of three main parts: the airframe, engine, and airborne equip-
ment. Airborne equipment generally refers to independent functional devices installed on
the aircraft to complete various flight tasks and ensure flight safety and comfort. It includes
dozens of systems, such as the power supply system, flight control system, environmental
control system, etc. As the “blood” and “muscle” of the aircraft, airborne equipment is a
crucial indicator of the aircraft’s advanced level. In modern advanced aircraft, the value of
airborne equipment and systems accounts for 30% to 40% of the total aircraft value. For
simplicity, in this paper, the term “aircraft system” refers to airborne equipment [1].

With the development of aircraft system integration, systematization, and full electrifi-
cation, system design has become increasingly complex, and the reliability issue of aircraft
has become increasingly prominent. The fundamental characteristic of system reliability is
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that a single defect during the design optimization process can affect the entire system, and
hidden design defects can lead to future issues in application. Conversely, simultaneous
reliability evaluation during the system optimization design process can provide significant
economic benefits for subsequent system use. For instance, Boeing Company applied
reliability achievements to the design of the Boeing 737 series aircraft, reducing the service
and maintenance cost of the series aircraft by 15% [2].

In conclusion, it is essential to conduct reliability evaluation simultaneously during
the system optimization design stage [3]. This approach enables the identification of system
vulnerabilities in advance, facilitates the improvement of design defects, and ultimately
reduces the accident rate during the design stage. Therefore, reliability evaluation during
the system design process is of great engineering significance, as it can accelerate the system
optimization process, expedite system development, and ultimately reduce life cycle costs.

The reliability evaluation work of the system during the aircraft system optimization
design process depends on a reasonable and effective reliability model [4–6]. Only by
establishing a correct and effective system reliability model can the system reliability be
predicted and distributed, and the in-depth analysis of the effects and hazards of fail-
ure modes be carried out. Building a system reliability model is essential in reliability
design [7,8]. Currently, fault tree analysis (FTA) [9,10], reliability block diagram
(RBD) [11,12], failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) [13,14], event tree (ET) [15], the
minimum cut set method [16,17], dynamic fault tree (DFT) [18,19], and Markov chain
(MC) [20,21] have mature theoretical foundations. These are the primary technical means
of aircraft system reliability evaluation both domestically and internationally.

Typically, reliability experts analyze each system component’s failure modes and
effects using FMEA. Subsequently, reliability models such as RBD, ET, FT, and minimum
cut set are constructed based on expert knowledge for quantitative reliability calculations.
For instance, in Refs. [17,22], the architecture of the aircraft power system is abstracted as a
network. System reliability is then evaluated by determining the minimum cut set of the
network. Additionally, to address the limitations of FT, RBD, and other models in terms of
computational capabilities and fault propagation visualization, methods for transforming
these models into equivalent Bayesian networks, Petri nets, and other models have also
been studied. For instance, in Ref. [23], a discrete Bayesian network based on a dynamic
fault tree was proposed for the reliability evaluation of an integrated modular avionics core
processing system. Given that the use of conventional FT and RBD is challenging in terms
of handling fault dependencies in aircraft electrical power systems, Ref. [24] developed
a Bayesian network modeling method based on the power supply path set and verified
the model’s accuracy through several case studies. Given the strong visibility and good
dynamic expression capabilities of Petri nets in system modeling, Ref. [25] proposed a
reliability modeling method for complex aircraft systems based on Petri nets. Additionally,
a Monte Carlo simulation method was developed to solve the model, and the feasibility
and accuracy of the method were verified through an example involving the fly-by-wire
control system of an aircraft.

However, most of these reliability modeling methods over-rely on the subjective
experience of experts, especially for large complex systems, which have complex coupled
causality. Even if the same reliability modeling method is used to model one system, the
models established by different modelers are likely to be different, making it difficult for
experts to judge the rationality of the models [26,27]. System reliability design is a process
of iterating the design scheme until the reliability meets the design requirements [8,28].
This means that after the system design specialist completes the function design and forms
the function architecture, the reliability specialist still needs to spend considerable time
and economic cost on building the reliability model if a modeling approach that relies too
heavily on experience is adopted. This eventually leads to the “two-skin” phenomenon
where the work between the two specialties of system design and reliability is prone to
disconnection, prevarication, and inability to effectively integrate, severely affecting the
iterative progress of aircraft system design.
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In the absence of, or with reduced reliance on, expert experience, transforming the
function architecture during the system design stage into the system reliability model
effectively addresses the “two-skin” phenomenon [29]. One method for accomplishing this
transformation is through the use of the model-based safety analysis (MBSA) technique.
MBSA utilizes system models, such as functional block diagrams or architectural models,
and automatically generates fault trees or reliability block diagrams based on the system
architecture. These models can then be further analyzed to estimate reliability metrics and
assess system safety. It is important to note, however, that while the automated approach
can facilitate the transformation from system function architecture to reliability models, it
often requires well-defined system models and may still require some manual intervention
or expertise to ensure the accuracy and validity of the resulting reliability model. Therefore,
it is necessary to explore alternative methods for transforming system function architecture
into a reliability model. Additionally, the NASA research report [30] pointed out that since
the system design specialist focuses more on system functions while the reliability specialist
focuses more on system faults, the key to transforming system function architecture during
the system design stage into a system reliability model lies in effectively transforming the
function architecture from the function space to the fault space.

In summary, to address the “two-skin” phenomenon between system design and
reliability experts and to accelerate the optimization process of aircraft system design,
this paper introduces a new state of “function loss” as the third type of state in a system,
alongside the two basic states of “normal” and “fault”. We explore a three-state space
modeling method that can automatically transform the system function architecture into
the system reliability model without relying on expert experience. This research provides a
theoretical foundation for effectively integrating system design and reliability evaluation
work, ultimately accelerating the optimization process of aircraft system design.

Other chapters of this paper are arranged as follows: Section 2 discusses the basic
theory of system design and reliability evaluation and the relationship between them;
Section 3 discusses the principle and implementation steps of the newly proposed three-
state space modeling method. Section 4 includes case analysis and verification; Section 5
includes conclusions and prospects.

2. Theoretical Basis of Aircraft System Reliability Analysis

This chapter analyzes the reasons for the ineffective integration of system function
design and reliability evaluation by examining the aircraft system reliability process during
the system optimization design process. The primary reason is that the workspaces of
the reliability specialist and system design specialist are distinct, and existing methods
cannot directly transform the system function architecture into a system reliability model.
Furthermore, as the core task of reliability evaluation lies in reliability modeling, this
chapter also summarizes the theoretical foundation of aircraft system reliability modeling.

2.1. System Reliability Optimization Process

The system combines interrelated components, forming an organic whole capable
of performing specific functions. The system design specialist’s focus is on organically
combining components to achieve specific functions from the perspective of function flow.
Among them, the system function architecture can describe the function flow between the
system and its components. System reliability is the probability that the system completes
the specified function in the specified time, and it is an inherent attribute assigned to the
system during the design stage.

However, designing a system that meets reliability requirements is an iterative opti-
mization process that requires the cooperation of the system design specialist and reliability
specialist [31,32], see Figure 1. Specifically, after the system design specialist completes the
functional design, the reliability specialist needs to build a system reliability model based
on the system function architecture and perform a reliability evaluation. If the design does
not meet reliability index requirements, the system design specialist must optimize the
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design architecture based on the weak links identified by the reliability specialist. Once
the design is optimized, the reliability specialist constructs a new reliability model of the
optimized system and evaluates its reliability again until the optimized system design
meets reliability requirements.
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The effective collaboration and integration of the work between the system design
specialist and reliability specialist are crucial in promoting the efficiency of high-reliability
system development. However, the system design specialist works in the function space,
which describes the function flow: how components are organically combined to complete
the given function of the system. Conversely, the reliability specialist works in the fault
space, which depicts the fault propagation path: how component-level faults spread and
lead to the failure of the system-level function.

In summary, aircraft system design is an optimization process. Aircraft system reliabil-
ity design involves iterative modeling and calculation during the system design process.
As system design and reliability specialists operate in separate spaces, there is a significant
gap between the two specialties. Therefore, the key to accelerating the system design
optimization process is to bridge this gap. The key to bridging the gap lies in transforming
the function space’s system function architecture into the fault space’s system reliability
model without relying heavily on expert experience.

2.2. Basis of Aircraft System Reliability Modeling

The system reliability model in the aviation field currently includes fault trees, re-
liability block diagrams, event trees, and other methods. To expand the expression and
computation ability of these traditional methods, Bayesian networks and Petri nets have
also been widely studied in recent years, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. These methods
describe the fault propagation relationship of the system and its components from different
perspectives. Specifically, the fault tree depicts the cause–effect relationship of the fault
modes in the system through the logic gate, the reliability block diagram depicts the fault
relationship among the components in the system by series, parallel, and hybrid connection
and other connections, the event tree describes the possible evolutionary path of various
faults in the form of node bifurcation, the Bayesian network describes the causality strength
of several types of faults in the system through the node condition probability table, and
the Petri net represents the fault propagation process via the tokens flowing between places.
See Table 1 for the characteristics of each typical system reliability modeling method.

The essence of these models is to describe the fault propagation paths in the sys-
tem. Although these methods differ, they rely on experts’ understanding of the system
function architecture.
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Table 1. Summary of system reliability modeling methods.

System Models Model Structure Input Parameters
of the Model

The Output of the
Model

The Way of
Modeling

Computing
Ability

FTA

Tree structure
consisting of basic

events, intermediate
events, and top events

Fixed failure rates
of components

System reliability,
structural

importance,
probabilistic

importance, etc.

Relying on expert
experience

Involving Boolean
disjoint operations
and combinatoric

explosion
problems

RBD Composite for series,
parallel, etc. System reliability Relying on expert

experience

Involving Boolean
disjoint operations
and combinatoric

explosion
problems

ET Branch structure
System reliability,
consequences of

component failure

Relying on expert
experience

Involving Boolean
disjoint operations

FMEA The form of a table Severity level of
failure modes

Relying on expert
experience

Unable to perform
quantitative
calculations

BN Directed acyclic graph
with multiple nodes

System reliability,
structural

importance,
probabilistic
importance,

Bayesian
importance, etc.

Transformed from
FTA, RBD, FEMA

Boolean disjoint
operations are

avoided and have
a superior

computational
ability than FTA

and RBD

Petri net

A graph consisting of
places, tokens,

directed flows, and
transitions

System reliability Transformed from
FTA, RBD, FMEA

Having the ability
of visualization of
fault propagation
with the help of

Monte Carlo
simulation
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In large-scale complex system reliability modeling, modelers are easily restricted
by the level of understanding and analysis. Even if the same model type is used to
model the system, the models built by different modelers are likely to differ [33,34]. For
example, for a simple system shown in Figure 3a, the fault tree can exist in two forms;
see Figure 3b,c. Therefore, only when the reliability model is consistent with the system
function architecture as highly as possible can the objective facts of the system be described
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to the greatest extent to avoid mistakes caused by too many human subjective factors and
ensure the correctness of the model.
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Otherwise, once the system design specialist completes the function design, the reli-
ability specialist still needs to spend a lot of time and economic cost to build the model,
which seriously restricts the progress of the design iteration and leads to the “two-skin”
phenomenon, a phenomenon where the work of the system design specialist and reliability
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specialist is prone to be disjointed, buck-passing, and unable to effectively integrated. This
phenomenon is also an important reason affecting aircraft system development progress.

In conclusion, while numerous system reliability modeling techniques exist, they often
rely on well-defined system models. Additionally, these methods may require manual
intervention or specific expertise to guarantee the accuracy and validity of the resulting
reliability models. This creates a significant concern known as the two-skin problem, which
slows down the system optimization design process.

3. The Proposed Three-State Space Modeling Method

The aircraft system design process is an optimization exercise. During this process,
the reliability of the system must be modeled and calculated iteratively. One way to
speed up the system design optimization process is to address the “two-skin” problem
and automatically transform the system architecture into a reliability model, reducing the
reliance on expert experience. The key to solving the “two-skin” problem and achiev-
ing this automatic transformation lies in moving from the system’s function space to its
fault space.

Based on the fault independence assumption commonly used in system reliability
analysis, this paper introduces the concept of “Non-physical failure” as a helpful state to
connect upstream and downstream nodes in the system function architecture. Then, from a
functional perspective, a three-state space modeling method is developed by extending
the concept of “Non-physical failure” to introduce a new state called “function loss”. This
method automatically transforms the system from its design function architecture (function
space) into its reliability model (fault space), as shown in Figure 4.
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3.1. Non-Physical Failure State Identified from the Traditional Failure State

On the premise that each component has one single function mode and one single
failure mode, each component of the system can be in one of two states: normal (“0”)
or fault/failure (“1”). However, in reality, the state of “fault” can be divided into two
categories: “Non-physical failure” and physical failure caused by physical damage. “Non-
physical failure” refers to a component’s non-working or working abnormally due to error
output or no output from its upstream component. In contrast, the component has no
physical failure and can work normally.

The state of non-physical failure is widespread in engineering practice and daily life.
For example, for a light bulb, the failure of its upstream wires where no current outflows
from the wires causes the bulb’s failure to shine even though there is no physical damage.
The bulb can normally glow when the upstream wires return to conducting electricity
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normally. Therefore, the component having upstream components in the system function
architecture has three states: the normal, physical failure, and non-physical failure states,
represented by 0, 1, and 2, respectively.

Figure 5 is an example to illustrate how to find the local fault propagation path
between components in the system function architecture by using the proposed state of non-
physical failure.
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Figure 5. A multi-input system and its equivalent three-state space model. (a) The function archi-
tecture of a multi-input system; (b) the equivalent three-state space model, which depicts the fault
propagation paths.

For the fault-independent system in Figure 5a, the hidden fault propagation path can
be described in Figure 5b. In Figure 5a, component G has an AND relationship to C, E, and
F. In Figure 5b, 0 represents the normal state, 1 represents the physical failure state, and
2 represents the non-physical failure state. Even though the physical failure of component
A is independent of B, the physical failure of A could cause the non-physical failure of B;
both the non-physical failure and the physical failure of B could lead to the non-physical
failure of C, and both the non-physical and the physical failure state of C could lead to
the failure of the subsystem node “Sub-Sys”. Please keep in mind that the nodes that do
not correspond to specific components, including the system nodes, subsystem nodes, and
other auxiliary nodes, do not have the state of “physical failure” and only have the state
of “0” and “2”. In Figure 5, the green line describes the functional propagation, and the
red line depicts the fault propagation relationship of the system. Obviously, according to
these curves in Figure 5b, it can be seen that the introduction of a non-physical failure state
enables the system function architecture to be reasonably explained from both fault and
functional perspectives.
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In conclusion, the state of non-physical failure is a good way to explain the system
function architecture from both the functional and fault perspective; the state is an excellent
way to bridge the gap between the system design specialist’s function space and the
reliability specialist’s fault space.

3.2. Principles of the Proposed three-State Space Modeling Method

The combined consideration of non-physical failures and the state of physical failures
led to the development and explanation of the three-state space modeling method for
transforming the system function architecture from the function space to the fault space.

For each component to fulfill its intended function, two preconditions must be met:
(i) no physical failure within the component; (ii) no non-physical failure caused by the
abnormal operation of upstream components. In the fault perspective, it means that both
physical and non-physical failures will result in the loss of function for the component.
Additionally, the loss of function in a component is not directly propagated to the system
node but gradually to the loss of function in downstream components, ultimately leading to
the loss of function in the end component of the system function architecture, which results
in the system being non-operational. This is the hidden fault propagation relationship
within the system function architecture.

Based on the stated fault propagation relationship within the system function architec-
ture, Figure 6 serves as an example to illustrate the principles of the proposed three-state
space modeling method.
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In Figure 6a, when A1 experiences a physical failure, it does not directly result in A4,
the end component of the system function architecture, being unable to deflect. Rather, it
leads to the loss of function in A1: the inability to issue the expected operating instructions.
The loss of this function in A1 results in A2 being unable to perform its function of convert-
ing the operating instructions from A1 into the expected control command. Additionally,
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even if A1 were able to issue operating instructions normally, a physical failure in A2 may
cause it to fail to correctly convert these instructions into the expected control command.
Similarly, the loss of function in A2 and a physical failure in A3 result in A3 being unable
to receive the correct control command from A2 or convert these commands into the cor-
responding analog quantity and actuator position signal to drive the movement of the
downstream component. The loss of function in A3 and a physical failure in A4 cause A4
to fail to deflect as expected. When the end component A4 cannot deflect as expected, the
system denoted by the node “Sys” is unable to complete its intended function of controlling
the aircraft’s flight, indicating a failed or non-functional system.

Based on the aforementioned explanations, Figure 6b presents the hidden fault propa-
gation paths within the function architecture of a system composed of four components.
The identification of these hidden paths completes the transformation of the system function
architecture from the function space to the fault/failure space.

In addition to the case where downstream components in the system are related to only
one upstream component shown in Figure 6, there may also be cases where downstream
components are associated with multiple upstream components in a certain logic. For
example, the system in Figure 7a expanded based on Figure 6 has several voting logics. In
the following, Figure 7 is taken as an example to illustrate the three-state space modeling
method for transforming the system architecture, which has general logic gates, such as
“Voting”, “AND”, and “OR” from the function space to the fault space.

The system is typically designed in the function space by a design specialist. As
such, the logical relationship between a downstream component and its multiple upstream
components must be expressed from a functional perspective. For instance, the “2/4 Voting”
logic in Figure 7 indicates that among the four upstream components, only when at least
two of them can normally output their function can the downstream component perform
its function. However, in the fault space, the logical relationship among components in
the upstream and downstream is expressed from the perspective of fault propagation
path. Therefore, when converting the system architecture to a system reliability model,
which is always depicted in the fault space, the functional logic in the architecture must
be converted into the equivalent fault logic. This means that the “2/4 Voting” logic in
Figure 7b should be converted into the “3/4 Voting” logic in Figure 7c when building a
system reliability model. This means that among the four upstream components, only when
at least three of them output their function abnormally can the downstream component
lose its function. Although the “2/4 Voting” logic in Figure 7b and “3/4 Voting” logic in
Figure 7c are depicted from different perspectives, their physical meanings are essentially
the same. Similarly, the “AND” and “OR” logic in the function space are equivalent to the
“OR” and “AND” logic in the fault space, respectively.

To summarize, when converting the system function architecture to the system re-
liability model, the logic representing the functional connection relationship between
upstream and downstream components needs to be converted into equivalent fault logic
through the addition of a third state, “function loss”, which extends from the state of “non-
physical” failure.

3.3. Steps of Building the Proposed Three-State Space Model

From the examples in Figures 5–7, it can be seen that by dividing the traditional state
of failure into physical failure and non-physical failure, the function flow in the system
function architecture can be directly converted into the fault propagation paths of the
system reliability model without changing the topological structure of the architecture.
This transformation completes the shift from the function space to the fault space for the
system architecture. Additionally, corresponding to each component/system in the model,
the obtained system reliability model contains two types of nodes: type I nodes, which
refer to physical failures of components, and type II nodes, which indicate function losses
of components/systems.
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The method of transforming the system function architecture from the function space
to the fault space is defined as the three-state space modeling method, and the three main
modeling steps are summarized as follows:

1. List the functions of the system, subsystems, and components the system architec-
ture involves.
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2. For each component in the architecture, sort out the function flow in the system
function architecture from the following two perspectives.

• Firstly, suppose that the component itself has no physical failure;
• Then list the function logic between the component and its upstream components.

Generally, the logic among components in the architecture is not drawn in the
architecture directly, so the logic should be added to the architecture through
logic gates in a clear way.

3. Without changing the basic topological structure of the system function architec-
ture, transform the sorted function flow into fault propagation paths in two ways to
complete the transformation from the function space to the fault space:

• Transform component in the non-physical failure state in the function flow of
the architecture to the node with physical failure state, that is, the type I node,
which is represented as the root node in the topological structure of the system
reliability model.

• According to the converting process from Figure 7b,c, convert nodes repre-
senting components’ normal states into nodes representing function loss states.
Additionally, convert nodes representing non-physical failure states into nodes
representing physical failure states. In this way, type II nodes of the system
reliability model are obtained. Additionally, each logic gate expressed from a
functional perspective should be converted into its equivalent logic gate with
physical meaning from a fault perspective. When a type II node represents a
system’s function loss state, it serves as a leaf node in the reliability model and
an intermediate node if it represents a component’s function loss.

In summary, this completes the construction of the three-state space model. Further-
more, this model refers to building a model that includes three states: function loss, physical
failure, and normal operation.

Finally, for the three-state space model, two points should be noted:

• Although the modeling method proposed in this paper has one more state than
traditional two-state models, modelers still only need to provide failure probabilities
or rates of components in the system as inputs for the system reliability model and do
not require any additional parameters for the introduced third state of function loss.

• The modeling method proposed in this paper is not limited to a specific modeling
language, so it can be used to construct three-state space models with Petri nets,
Bayesian networks, and other modeling languages.

4. Case Studies

The proposed three-state modeling method was performed separately on an aircraft
rudder control system and a fly-by-wire control system, using the Bayesian network and
the dynamic stochastic Petri net (DSPN) as the modeling languages, respectively. The
comparison of the results obtained via the new and traditional methods was used to verify
the correctness and effectiveness of the three-state space modeling method.

For the aircraft rudder control system, the three-state space model was constructed
using the Bayesian network as the modeling language. The system reliability results were
compared with the traditional methods, including FTA, RBD, and the equivalent Bayesian
network models of the FTA and RBD. By comparing the results obtained by these methods,
we determined whether the three-state space modeling method is correct and effective for
the aircraft rudder control system.

For the aircraft fly-by-wire control system, a dynamic stochastic Petri net (DSPN)
was used as the modeling language to construct the three-state space model. The system
reliability results were compared with the traditional FTA method. By comparing the
results obtained by these methods, we determined whether the three-state space modeling
method is correct and effective for the aircraft fly-by-wire control system.
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Overall, the comparison of the results obtained via the proposed three-state model-
ing method with traditional reliability modeling methods can verify the correctness and
effectiveness of the three-state space modeling method for both aircraft rudder control and
fly-by-wire control systems.

4.1. Reliability Analysis of a Rudder Control System
4.1.1. A Brief Introduction to the Rudder Control System

The aircraft rudder control system in Figure 7 has 11 components: A1 to A11. The
pilot can directly operate the components A1 and A2 and pass the operation instructions
to the four flight control computers A3–A6. After independently solving the operation
instructions by converting the operating instructions of A1 and A2 into the expected control
command in components A3–A6, a “2/4 Voting” logic is performed, which means that the
downstream components A7–A10 can output their function normally when and only when
two of the upstream components A3–A6 are in the state of working normally. Then the
control commands, after the voting logic is performed, are delivered to actuator controllers
A7–A10, where the control commands are converted into the analog quantity and the
actuator position signal. Similarly, after a “2/4 Voting” logic is performed, the obtained
position signal is delivered to the rudder A11 and drives it to deflect as the quantity the
pilot wants. The failure probability of all the components in the system at the design stage
is supposed to be 0.01.

4.1.2. Reliability Model Construction for the Rudder Control System

The reliability models of the system constructed in different methods are shown in
Figure 8. The RBD and FTA modeling methods can be referenced from Refs. [35,36], which
are used for the model construction of Figure 8a,c. The conversion method from FTA
and RBD to the equivalent BN can be referenced from as Refs. [37,38], which is used to
transform the models in Figure 8a,c into the models in Figure 8b,d, separately.

However, as the existing method for assigning the conditional probability table (CPT)
of a Bayesian network (BN) is not suitable for reliability models that involve the new
state of non-physical failure or function loss, here, the method for assigning CPT for the
new proposed three-state space model using a BN as the modeling language is presented
as follows:

Firstly, the CPT of each root node can be determined by the failure probability of each
component that the root node represents; see Equation (1).

Pr(X = 1) = 0.01, Pr(X = 0) = 0.99,X = A′1, A′2, A′3, A′4, A′5, A′6, A′7, A′8, A′9, A′10, A′11 (1)
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Figure 8. Five equivalent models of a rudder control system. (a) RBD model of the system; (b) BN
model converted from RBD; (c) FTA model of the system; (d) BN model converted from FTA; (e) the
proposed three-state space model described in a Bayesian network modeling language.

Secondly, the CPT of the non-root node can be determined based on the proposed
three-state space modeling method. The CPTs of the none-root node have two cases, as
below. In the following, Y′ denotes the parent node of Y.

(1) The physical failure in the parent node Y′ must lead to the function loss of node Y,
after which Pr(Y = 1|Y′ = 1) = 1.0 holds; according to the principle of probability
normalization, the equation Pr(Y = 0|Y′ = 1) = 1.0 also holds.

(2) When there is no physical failure in the parent node Y′, the probability of working
normally of Y is 1.0, namely Pr(Y = 0|Y′ = 0) = 1.0; according to the principle of
probability normalization, the equation Pr(Y = 1|Y′ = 0) = 0.0 also holds.

Taking nodes A1 and A2 as examples, none of their parents stand for the node having
the state of function loss. The CPT tables of nodes A1 and A2 are obtained and shown
in Table 2. Similarly, the CPT tables of other nodes in the three-state space model can
be obtained.

Table 2. Table of conditional probabilities for nodes A1 and A2 (Y = A1, A2).

Y ′ Y Pr(Y|Y ′)

0 0 1.0
0 1 0.0
1 0 0.0
1 1 1.0

4.1.3. Reliability Calculation and Discussion for the Rudder Control System

First, four existing techniques were used to perform reliability analysis on the system,
including (i) the RBD analysis method for the reliability computation of the RBD model;
(ii) the FTA analysis method for the computation of the FTA model; (iii) the Bayesian
network inference software SamIam for the computation of RBD’s equivalent BN; and
(iv) the software SamIam for the computation of FTA’s equivalent BN model. Secondly, the
software SamIam was used to perform reliability analysis on the three-state space model.
The results are shown in Table 3. The probability in Table 3 is explained as follows.
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Table 3. Calculation results of the rudder control system under different modeling methods1.

RBD Analysis
Method

FTA Method BN Reasoning Technique

RBD Model FTA Model BN Converted
from RBD

BN Converted
from FTA

The Proposed
Three-State Space

Model

Pr(Sys = 0) 0.989893 0.989893 0.989893 0.989893 0.989893
Pr(A1 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.019697 0.019697 0.019697
Pr(A2 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.019697 0.019697 0.019697
Pr(A3 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A4 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A5 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A6 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A7 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A8 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A9 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A10 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.010288 0.010288 0.010288
Pr(A11 = 1|Sys = 1) ⁄ ⁄ 0.989427 0.989427 0.989427
Pr(Sys = 1|A1 = 1) 0.019908 0.019908 0.019908 0.019908 0.019908
Pr(Sys = 1| A2 = 1) 0.019908 0.019908 0.019908 0.019908 0.019908
Pr(Sys = 1|A3 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A4 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A5 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A6 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A7 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A8 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A9 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A10 = 1) 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398 0.010398
Pr(Sys = 1|A11 = 1) 1 1 1 1 1

Note: In system failure/reliability analysis, indicators are usually represented as the prior probability and the
posterior probability. The results of solving the prior and posterior probability problems using the five methods
are given in the table, where “/” means unsolvable.

As “Sys” represents the system state, system reliability is denoted as Pr (Sys = 0). In
the system reliability design process, apart from system reliability, the importance degree
as a kind of reliability indicator is also significant for experts to determine the system’s
weakness. Based on the weakness, experts can improve the system’s reliability effectively.
Moreover, the importance degree can be regarded as an algebraic calculation of two kinds of
posterior probability Pr(Sys = 1 or 0 |Ai = 1 or 0) and Pr(Ai = 1 or 0|Sys = 1 or 0) . For
example, the critical importance degree Ic(i) of the component i can be calculated according
to Equation (2):

Ic(i) =
Pr(Ai = 1)[Pr(Sys = 1|Ai = 1)− Pr(Sys = 1|Ai = 0)]

Pr(Sys = 1)
(2)

Both Pr(Sys = 1 |A i = 1) and Pr(Sys = 1 |A i = 0) stand for the inference algorithm
performed from the component level to the system level in the reliability model;
Pr(Ai = 1 |Sys = 1) and Pr(Ai = 1 |Sys = 0) stand for the inference algorithm per-
formed from the system to the reliability model’s component level.

The results of the three-state space modeling method demonstrate its ability to accu-
rately obtain system reliability results. This method offers several key characteristics that
distinguish it from traditional reliability models:

Integration with system architecture: The three-state space model more closely aligns
with the system architecture provided by the system design specialist. This alignment
eliminates the “two-skin” phenomenon, where the reliability model constructed by the
reliability specialist significantly differs from the actual system architecture. By integrating
the model with the system architecture, the three-state space model reduces the time and
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effort required to construct a valid system reliability model, enhancing the collaboration
between system design and reliability experts.

Enhanced fault analysis capabilities: The three-state space model not only computes
system reliability indicators precisely, but also enhances fault analysis capabilities. This
is because the model’s topology structure is highly consistent with the system’s function
architecture. This consistency allows for more accurate fault analysis, even when converting
RBD and FTA models into equivalent Bayesian networks.

Elimination of expert knowledge dependency: The three-state space model can convert
the system into its equivalent reliability model without relying on expert experience. This
removes the need for reliability experts to manually construct a valid system reliability
model, reducing subjectivity and increasing objectivity in the analysis process.

Early system reliability analysis: The three-state space model has the potential to
complete system reliability analysis during the system function design phase. This early
analysis provides important guidance to solve the “two-skin” problem between aircraft
system design specialists and reliability experts. It allows for the proactive identification of
reliability issues and their corresponding solutions, ensuring a more robust and reliable
aircraft system design.

In summary, the three-state space modeling method offers a comprehensive and inte-
grated approach to system reliability analysis. It aligns closely with the system architecture,
enhances fault analysis capabilities, eliminates expert knowledge dependency, and enables
early system reliability analysis. These characteristics make it a promising tool for enhanc-
ing collaboration between system design and reliability experts and improving the overall
reliability of aircraft systems.

4.2. Reliability Analysis of Aircraft Fly-by-Wire Control System
4.2.1. A Brief Introduction to the Fly-by-Wire Control System

The function architecture of an aircraft flight control system through fly-by-wire
technology is depicted in Figure 9. The system consists of ten components: three rate gyros,
one flight control computer, two servo actuators, one left cockpit command sensor, one
right cockpit command sensor, one rudder displacement sensor, and a rudder surface.
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The rate gyros provide rate data to the flight control computer. When at least two of
the three rate gyros are functional, the flight control computer can receive this rate data.
The pilot’s command instructions are passed to the flight control computer through the
command sensors. If the left or right cockpit command sensor is functional, the flight
control computer correctly receives the pilot’s command instructions.

Based on the rate data, pilot command instructions, and data from the rudder dis-
placement sensor, the flight control computer calculates effective control signals. These
signals are then transmitted to the servo actuators, which drive the rudder to deflect when
at least one actuator is functional.

The fly-by-wire control system functions normally if the rudder can deflect normally.
Each component within the system has a failure rate associated with it. The failure rates
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for the rate gyro, flight control computer, servo actuator, cockpit command sensor, rudder
displacement sensor, and rudder surface are provided in the figure.

The reliability analysis of such a system requires considering the interactions and
dependencies among these components. The three-state space modeling method can be
effectively applied to analyze the reliability of this aircraft flight control system, taking into
account the system architecture and fault probabilities of each component.

In addition, the failure rate of the rate gyro is 3 × 10−6, the failure rate of the flight
control computer is 5 × 10−6, the failure rate of the servo actuator is 2 × 10−6, the failure
rate of the cockpit command sensor is 0.7× 10−6, the failure rate of the rudder displacement
sensor is 0.8 × 10−6, and the failure rate of the rudder surface is 2 × 10−6.

4.2.2. Reliability Model Construction for the Fly-by-Wire Control System

The traditional fault tree is used to model the system, as shown in Figure 10a, in
which Xi represents the bottom event of the failure of the ith component in the system, G1
represents the intermediate event of the failure of subsystem composed of the three rate
gyros, G2 represents the intermediate event of the failure of the subsystem composed of
the two servo actuator, G3 represents the intermediate event of the failure of subsystem
composed of the two cockpit command sensors, G4 represents the intermediate event
that flight control computer receives abnormal data from its neighbor components, and
T represents the top event of the system-level failure of the fly-by-wire control system
described in this example.

The three-state space model constructed using the proposed method is shown in
Figure 10b, where Pi represents the ith component in the system, the bold Pi represents
the normal working state of the component, the non-bold Pi represents the failure state of
a component, transitions t1-t10 represent the fault evolution process of component i from
the normal state to the failure state, and transitions t11–t20 represent the fault propagation
relationship among components, shown in Figure 10c. These transitions correctly reflect
the equivalent transformation of the system from the function space to the failure space.
For example, transitions t11, t12, and t13 represent when at least two of the three rate gyros
in P1, P2, and P3 fail. The flight control computer cannot receive the aircraft’s rate data,
which is consistent with the functional description “When at least two of the three rate
gyros are working normally, the flight control computer can receive the aircraft’s rate data”.

4.2.3. Reliability Calculation and Discussion for the Fly-by-Wire Control System

Firstly, the fault tree analysis method calculates the model in Figure 10a. The system
reliability R(τ) at time τ is calculated as Equations (3)–(7).

R(τ) = R(G2)R(G4)R4R10 (3)

R(G2) = 1− (1− R5)(1− R6) (4)

R(G4) = R(G1)R(G3)R9 (5)

R(G3) = 1− (1− R7)(1− R8) (6)

R(G1) = C2
3 R2

1(1− R1) + R3
1) (7)

Ri denotes the reliability of the ith component in the system. Let λi denotes the failure
rate of component i, then Equation (8) holds.

Ri = e−λiτ , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (8)
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The system’s reliability at system time τ = 100, 200· · · 3000 is calculated based on
these equations obtained from fault tree analysis. The result obtained using this fault tree
analysis method is given in the second column of Table 4 and given as the exact solution in
Figure 11.

Secondly, as the fault tree can be converted into an equivalent Bayesian network, here
the model in Figure 10d is converted to the Bayesian network for calculating the system
reliability, see the BN in Figure 10d. The result obtained using this BN method is given in
the third column of Table 4 and given as the exact solution in Figure 11.
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Thirdly, the Monte Carlo analysis method is performed on the proposed three-state
space model in Figure 10b. Based on the simulation method, the system’s reliability at time
τ can be calculated as Equation (9):

R(τ) = 1−
∑SimN

Simn=1 δ

SimN
δ =

{
1 i f SYS[Sim_n] ≤ τ
0 i f SYS[Sim_n] > τ

}
(9)

SimN is the simulation times, and the array SYS[SimN] records the failure time of the
system in each simulation process, where Sim_n = 1, 2. . .SimN. The results obtained using
the three-state space model in GSPN language with Monte Carlo simulation at SimN =
1000, 50,000 and 100,000 are given in the fourth-sixth column of Table 4, and the results at
different SimN are also given in Figure 11.
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Table 4. Calculation results of the fly-by-wire control system under different methods.

System Time FTA Method BN Converted
from FTA

Three-State Space
Method in GSPN

Language
simN = 1000

Three-State Space
Method in GSPN

Language
simN = 50,000

Three-State Space
Method in GSPN

Language
simN = 100,000

200 0.998440 0.998440 0.998000 0.998000 0.998000
400 0.996880 0.996880 0.999950 0.997675 0.996000
600 0.995320 0.995320 0.994000 0.995500 0.995000
800 0.993759 0.993759 0.996000 0.996500 0.993000

1000 0.992199 0.992199 0.996000 0.993900 0.992000
1200 0.990639 0.990639 0.990000 0.990240 0.990500
1400 0.989079 0.989079 0.994000 0.991600 0.989000
1600 0.987519 0.987519 0.994000 0.990600 0.987000
1800 0.985958 0.985958 0.982000 0.984240 0.986500
2000 0.984398 0.984398 0.990000 0.987340 0.984700
2200 0.982838 0.982838 0.986000 0.984700 0.983200
2400 0.981278 0.981278 0.976000 0.978840 0.981700
2600 0.979718 0.979718 0.990000 0.985000 0.979800
2800 0.978158 0.978158 0.996000 0.987360 0.978700
3000 0.976599 0.976599 0.974000 0.975200 0.977000
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The calculation results obtained from the traditional fault tree model and the proposed
three-state space model are shown in Figure 11 and Table 4.

The results are discussed as follows.
Compared with traditional modeling methods, the three-state space modeling method

proposed in this paper exhibits high consistency with the system function architecture,
providing excellent manipulability for modelers. This means that a system reliability model
can be quickly constructed during the modeling process, with minimal reliance on expert
experience and effort.

The manipulability of the model is closely linked to its representation method. A
representation method that mirrors the system’s physical structure and function architec-
ture usually offers superior manipulability. By comparing Figure 9 with Figures 10c and 9
with Figure 10a, it is evident that the topology structure of the reliability model obtained
through the proposed three-state space modeling method aligns closely with the system
function architecture, whereas the fault tree model derived through traditional modeling
methods exhibits significant deviations from the system function architecture.
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The proposed three-state space modeling method ensures more thorough retention of
system working principle information, leading to a more objective representation of the
system in the system reliability modeling process.

Upon comparing the topological structures of Figures 9 and 10c, it becomes evident
that these two structures are completely consistent. This implies that the model represented
in Figure 10c, constructed using the proposed three-state modeling method, accurately
preserves the system working principle information encoded in Figure 9. This eliminates
the need for system reliability modelers to reinterpret the system designers’ intentions
regarding the system working principle, leading to a more objective system description
during the reliability modeling process. This effectively mitigates errors associated with
traditional modeling methods that rely heavily on human expertise.

Moreover, the proposed modeling approach is effective for conducting system reliabil-
ity calculations.

The three-state space modeling method is employed to model the fly-by-wire con-
trol system using the generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) language. Monte Carlo
simulation is an effective technique for evaluating GSPN models. Therefore, Monte Carlo
simulations were conducted on the GSPN to estimate system reliability at various sys-
tem times. According to the law of large numbers, as the number of simulations, Sim_N,
increases, the reliability estimate obtained through Monte Carlo converges towards the
true solution. As depicted in Figure 11, it is evident that as the number of simulations
increases, the reliability computed using the method proposed in this study stabilized at its
true value.

Furthermore, the simulation count significantly impacts the accuracy of system relia-
bility estimates. To address this, this paper presents a method for determining an acceptable
simulation count. Initially, an initial simulation count of SimN = 1000 was established.
Once this count is reached, reliability statistics can be gathered.

Step1. An initial simulation number SimN = 1000 was set. After SimN = 1000 is
reached, system reliability can be obtained by statistics.

Step2. The simulation count was incremented from SimN = 1000 to SimN = 2000. This
involves performing an additional 1000 simulations on the GSPN model. After these new
simulations conclude, the system reliability can be updated by combining the results from
Step 1 with those from the new simulations.

Step3. If the reliability results from Steps 1 and 2 were closely aligned and fell within
an acceptable error range, the reliability results were considered converged, and there is no
need to increase the simulation count further. Alternatively, if the reliability results from
Steps 1 and 2 deviate significantly, the simulation count was incremented in increments of
1000 (e.g., SimN = 3000, SimN = 4000, etc.) until the reliability results obtained at SimN and
SimN + 1000 were consistent.

In summary, the proposed three-state space modeling method not only transforms the
system function architecture at the system design stage into a reliability analysis model, but
also computes system reliability efficiently. These features ensure that reliability analysts
can effectively complete system reliability assessments once the system designers provide
a functional architecture. This eliminates the “two-skin” problem between aircraft system
designers and reliability analysts, enhancing the efficiency of system development.

5. Conclusions

The three-state space modeling method proposed in this paper can effectively ad-
dress the “two-skin” phenomenon between the reliability specialist and the system design
specialist. By dividing failures into “physical failure” and “non-physical failure” and intro-
ducing the third state of “function loss” into the reliability modeling process, the method
fully retains the system working principle information and avoids the reliability specialist
having to reprocess the system designers’ intention about the system working principle.
This makes the aircraft system reliability optimization process accelerated.
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The three-state space modeling method is adaptable for engineers who prefer different
modeling languages during system reliability optimization work. After the modeling
language is selected, the proposed model could be constructed, and then engineers can
directly use the existing calculation methods or tools for calculating the system reliability
results. In this way, the calculation difficulty for engineers can be reduced, and thus the
optimization process also could be accelerated.

The proposed three-state space model is highly consistent with the system function
architecture. It fully reflects the advantages of combining function and failure modes in
one model. Thus, it enables the reliability specialist to respond timely to the function
design of the system design specialist and has the great potential to solve the “two-skin”
phenomenon between the two specialties, which is of great significance in improving the
reliability optimization efficiency of aircraft system development.

In summary, the proposed three-state space model is a promising method for address-
ing the “two-skin” phenomenon between the reliability specialist and the system design
specialist. It can effectively improve the efficiency of aircraft system reliability optimization
and is of great significance in aircraft system development.

To solve the problem of the “two-skin” phenomenon between the reliability specialist
and the system design specialist and speed up the aircraft system reliability optimization
process, this paper firstly divides failures into “physical failure” and “non-physical failure”,
then proposes “function loss” as the new state of a system in addition to the traditional state
of “normal” and “fault”. Based on the new state, a three-state space modeling method for
constructing a system reliability model was developed that makes the reliability specialist
transform the system function architecture provided by the system design specialist into
a system reliability model directly without much relying on expert experience and effort,
making the system reliability optimization process accelerated. Finally, the proposed
modeling method was applied to one rudder control system and one fly-by-wire control
system, and the results show that.
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